CORRECTIVE ACTION
PLANS

The CACFP review process requires programs to provide Corrective Action Plans for the
findings cited during the review. This presentation will cover how to write a corrective
action plan and complete the corrective action plan form.
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CACFP Review
• Every three years (more frequently as needed)
• Verify compliance with regulations
• Identify findings of non-compliance
• Provide technical assistance

All programs receive a CACFP review every three years, sometimes more frequently. The
review is required by USDA to verify compliance with all CACFP requirements & regulations,
to cite findings of non-compliance issues, and to provide technical assistance.
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Finding

A finding is a non-compliance issue identified during the review when the program is not
meeting the CACFP regulation or requirement. Findings cited during the CACFP review
require a corrective action plan.
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Corrective Action Plan (CAP)
Detailed response on how
finding/non-compliance issue was
corrected so it does not occur again
CAP must be clear and detailed
May include submitting support
documentation

A Corrective Action Plan (or CAP) is the response from the program that specifies how the
finding(s) or non-compliance issue(s) will be corrected. The CAP must detail policies and/or
procedures put into place to ensure the findings have been permanently resolved. More
specifically, a corrective action plan explains what the program is now doing differently to
ensure the finding(s) do not occur again. The CAP must be clear and detailed so any
individual reading the plan can complete the process. A corrective action plan may also
include the submission of support documentation to demonstrate the finding has been
corrected.
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Common Problems
1. Not addressing all findings
2. Lack of support documents
3. Insufficient responses

Some of the common problems related to submitted corrective action plans include:
1. Not providing responses for all cited findings,
2. Failing to submit support documents that demonstrate the finding has been corrected,
and
3. Providing responses that are not detailed, are insufficient, or not providing a step-bystep procedure on how to complete a requirement. For example, “The menu has been
corrected” is not an acceptable response because it does not provide details as to what
was corrected on the menu.
So, let’s go through what an acceptable corrective action plan looks like.
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After the Review
• Submit CAP for each finding
• Type responses into each
field of CAP

• Submit CAP electronically
• Submit by due date

After the CACFP review is complete, programs receive an email from their consultant that
includes the following attachments:
(1) a review report identifying the findings, and
(2) a Corrective Action Plan Form to use to write your corrective action plans. An example
of the form is on the slide.
The email also includes the due date to submit the corrective action plans.
A corrective action plan form must be completed for each finding. Save a blank copy of the
CAP Form to your computer to easily access when writing each finding. The form is a
fillable form; therefore, the program can type responses into each required field.
All corrective action plans and support documents must be submitted electronically to your
consultant by the due date provided.
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Corrective Action Plan (CAP) Form

Step 1 through 4:
REQUIRED

Steps 5 & 6:
(may be required)

First, let’s look at the Corrective Action Plan (CAP) Form.
• Items 1 through 4 are required and must be fully completed with the requested
information.
• Items 5 & 6 may be required depending on what was requested from your consultant.
Next, we’ll go through each step in detail.
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Step 1: Identify the Finding

Finding #1: Meals served did not meet the CACFP meal pattern requirements

As previously mentioned, a corrective action plan must be completed for each finding.
First, open the blank CAP form saved on your computer and complete a ‘Save As’ to save a
new file for each corrective action plan. Use an easily identifiable name for the document,
such as naming the file with the finding, for example Finding #1.
Step 1: Identify the Finding by copying or typing the finding from the review report into this
field. See the example on the slide. Include the finding number along with the cited finding.
For example, Finding #1: Meals served did not meet the CACFP meal pattern requirements.
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Step 1: Identify the finding

Group similar
findings
together

Some findings may be grouped together if it makes sense to address them with one
corrective action plan. If this option is used, identify each finding the CAP is addressing in
Step 1.
For the example on the slide, Step 1 would include Findings 1, 2, & 3.
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Step 2: Detail of Correction
Parts A through D required

Step 2: Finding Correction, has multiple parts and is the substance of the CAP. All sections,
A through D, must be completed with a thorough response.
Part A: Identify the change in procedures to permanently correct the finding. Programs
should list new processes or procedures and explain with specific detail. Anyone should
be able to read this section and know exactly how to complete the steps. Stating a
‘reassurance’ or a ‘guarantee’ that the problem has been resolved is not sufficient. For
example, “We will make sure the menu meets the CACFP Meal Pattern requirements” is
not a detailed response.
Part B: Identify when each of the steps will be completed (for example, daily, weekly,
monthly, or annually). More than one timeframe may need to be identified, depending on
the steps needed to complete the requirement correctly.
Part C: Identify the staff responsible for each step of the procedure; there may be more
than one person listed. Include the position(s) or title(s) of the staff. Do not include staff
names without titles, as individuals may leave the center in the future.
Part D: Explain how the program will monitor the processes and procedures specified in
Part A to ensure they are followed consistently to prevent a reoccurrence of the finding.
An example would be having a staff member, not identified in step 2C, verify the new
process is being followed and completed correctly.
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Step 3: Maintaining Records

Maintain records on-site
Must be readily available

Step 3: Maintaining Records, is an explanation of where the records will be
maintained on file. This is a required field.
Examples include:
• Menus are posted at entrance of center and filed each month in the CACFP binder in
the Director’s filing cabinet.
• Production records are hung on the refrigerator for the current week and then filed
in a binder that is kept in the director’s office.
Remember, CACFP records must be maintained on-site and be readily available
when requested.
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Step 4: Implementation

Specific Date
Not “immediately”

Step 4: Implementation, is a required field and identifies when the procedures and steps
to correct the finding will begin. This must be a specific date. Stating
“immediately” or “moving forward” is not sufficient.
This date may vary for each finding, some may need more immediate attention.
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Step 5: Training

• Date of Training

• Topics Covered

• List of Attendees

• Resources Used

Step 5: Training, may be required as part of the CAP. Use this section to indicate how
staff have been trained on new procedures and steps to ensure full compliance. The
explanation should include the following:
• Date of Training
• List of Attendees
• Topics Covered
• Resources Used
Programs may submit separate training documentation that includes all requested
information for this step.
The program may use the Guidance Memorandums and E-Learning Courses to complete
training for themselves or other staff that have CACFP responsibilities. Where to find
these will be shown later in the presentation.
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Step 6: Resources / Support Documentation

Support documents may include:
• Agency-created checklist
• Menus
• Production Records
• Receipts
• Revised Handbook pages
Step 6: Resources / Support Documentation, may also be required. This section is used to
identify support documentation that must be submitted to demonstrate the finding was
permanently corrected. For example, the following documents could be submitted: a
newly created form or checklist, revised menus, production records, receipts, or a revised
handbook.
Submit the documents listed in Step 6 as separate attachments.
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CAP Summary
•

Provide detailed responses

•

Submit support documents

•

Address ALL findings

•

Separate CAP for each finding

Let’s summarize some important points about completing the Corrective Action Plan:
• Make sure the CAP responses are detailed enough that another individual can
understand and implement the new processes.
• Submit support documents referenced within the CAP.
• Address all findings and complete a separate CAP form for each finding identified within
the review report.
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Submit Corrective Action Plans

• Submit CAP and support documents
• Additional information may be requested
• Maintain copies of approved CAP on file

After all corrective action plans are complete, submit the PDF files along with any required
support documentation to your consultant.
When the consultant receives the CAP and support documents, they will review the
information and may contact the program for additional information or clarifications.
Once the CAPs are approved, the program must retain copies of all review documents on
file, including the review report, CAPs for each finding, and support documentation.
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CACFP Webpage

https://dpi.wi.gov/community-nutrition/cacfp

•

Guidance Memorandums

•

Training

•

Consultants by County

When completing the Corrective Action Plan, you may need to review certain Guidance
Memorandums or download CACFP forms. On the slide are resources available to help.
You can access all CACFP specific webpages by using the left navigation bar from any
CACFP webpage. The link on the slide is for the CACFP home page. We’re going to talk
about the following links on the next couple of slides: Guidance Memorandums, Training
and Consultants by County – all shown here on the left navigation bar.
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Guidance Memos & Training

Prior to completing the CAP, look at the findings and review the requirements in the
applicable Guidance Memorandum and CACFP E-Learning Course to assist in writing a
complete corrective action response.
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CAP Resources

• CAP Form
• Sample CAP Form
Guidance Memorandum 9

The Corrective Action Plan Form and a sample CAP Form can be found on the Guidance
Memorandum webpage under #9: Recordkeeping.
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Questions?
https://dpi.wi.gov/community-nutrition/cacfp/map

If you have questions about these resources or the CACFP, please reach out to your
assigned consultant. You can find your agency’s consultant at the link on this slide.
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Non-Discrimination Statement (NDS)
In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its
Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating
based on race, color, national origin, sex, disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity
conducted or funded by USDA.
Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g. Braille, large print, audiotape,
American Sign Language, etc.), should contact the Agency (State or local) where they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard
of hearing or have speech disabilities may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program
information may be made available in languages other than English.
To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, (AD-3027) found online at:
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, and at any USDA office, or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the
letter all of the information requested in the form. To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed
form or letter to USDA by:
(1)

Mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;

(2)

Fax:

(3)

Email: program.intake@usda.gov

(202) 690-7442; or

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

Thank you for viewing this webinar on Corrective Action Plans. Please use the resources
and tools discussed to your advantage to successfully implement and operate the CACFP at
your program.
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